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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chaptermpresents about conclusion and suggestion based on 

researcher’s discussion and analyzing in previousmchapter. This 

conclusionvpresents the implementation of chain writing method in learning 

writing at second grade and improving students’ writing motivation at second grade 

by using chain writing method. Then, the suggestion isvabout 

researcher’svrecommendation for English teacher, students, and other researchers 

taking research about the use of chain writing method. 

A. CONCLUSION  

Based on the result focusing on researchvproblems, it can 

bevconcluded that to make the process of learning English writing more 

enjoy, teacher needs other method which can improvemstudents’ writing 

motivation. In this research, the researcher focused on teacher strategy by 

using chain writing method to improve students’ writing motivation at 

second grade of MTs Sultan Agung. The implementation of chain writing 

method is doing in a small group, in a groupvconsist of 5 or 6 students and 

they have to make a recount text by chain with their friends in a group. 

Finally, students will tell their story with their friends in the class.  This 

method requires students to benactive in the learning English writing 

process and which hasnthe goal to make the students enjoy the 
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learningvprocess in the class and which gives them a chance to writeba 

certain topicbtogether with their small group.  

Based on interview with students that have experienced using chain 

writing method in learning writing process, they feel more enjoy and make 

them more actively participate in writing learning process. This method 

also makes the students more interest with the lesson. So, they can improve 

their motivation in English writing process. Finally, their score of English 

writing are more increasing and they more enjoyed with this method 

because this method is a method which not monotonous.  

 

B. SUGGESTION  

Based on thevresearch finding, the researcher wants to givemsome 

suggestion for English teacher, students, and othernresearchers. They are 

such as follows:  

1. For English Teacher  

The English Teacher should be morebaware about their students’ need 

whichbcan help them motivated and successful in the learningbprocess, 

such as by applying goodnmethod that can engage their students’ 

interest in the learningbprocess which then can make them more 

motivated with the lesson. One of thenproven goodbmethods is chain 

writing method.  

2. For students  
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The students should be morebactive and focus in the learningvprocess. 

Then, throughvchain writing method, theymcan be more active in 

writing process as well asmimprove their motivation in writing because 

thismmethod is a fun way for them to learn English writing. Therefore, 

it isbsuggested for them to learn with thisbmethod. 

3. For other researchers  

For the furtherbresearchers, this research study could be one of 

theirnreferences or even basic references if they intendmto conduct a 

similar researchbstudy. Then, it is suggested for them to reallyvwell 

prepared for conducting this kind of researchmstudy in order to get a 

proper and a goodvresult. It is also suggested for them tobwiden this 

research study, for example by using differentmgrade, 

schoolbenvironment, materialmsubject, designbof the research, etc.  

 


